Morphology and cellular interactions of growth cones in the developing corpus callosum.
Previous studies of growth cones in invertebrates have shown that they become larger and more complex when changing direction in response to cell-specific contacts (Bentley and Caudy, '83; Raper et al., '83b; Caudy and Bentley, '86). In pathways of the vertebrate nervous system, analogous regions, termed "decision regions," have been identified in which axons change direction and their growth cones become more elaborate than when tracking along straight trajectories (Tosney and Landmesser, '85a; Bovolenta and Mason, '87). In order to assess the generality of these principles to the mammalian CNS, we studied the morphology of growth cones and their interactions with the environment in the developing corpus callosum. Given the straight pathway that callosal axons could use to navigate across the callosum, one might predict that later arriving axons would extend on those growing out earlier and that therefore, by analogy with previous studies, many growth cones would have simple tapered morphologies. Surprisingly, however, virtually all growth cones in the callosal white matter, regardless of age or position, were complex with broad lamellipodial veils and/or numerous, often lengthy filopodia. Only growth cones entering the cortical target were consistently smaller. As seen in the EM, the predominant elements in the callosal pathway are other axons and growth cones; we found no evidence for specialized contacts. These results suggest that there is no specific decision region for the fiber population as a whole; rather it is possible that in this mammalian CNS pathway individual growth cones respond independently to molecular cues broadly distributed in the callosum.